Several generations of chemoenzymatic synthesis of oseltamivir (Tamiflu): evolution of strategy, quest for a process-quality synthesis, and evaluation of efficiency metrics.
Four generations of chemoenzymatic approaches to oseltamivir are presented. The first two generations relied on the use of cyclohexadiene-cis-diol derived enzymatically from bromobenzene. The third and fourth generation used the corresponding diol obtained from ethyl benzoate by fermentation with E. coli JM109(pDTG601a). Oseltamivir was obtained from ethyl benzoate by intersecting intermediate 39 (third-generation synthesis) and intermediate 45 (fourth-generation synthesis). Both of these advanced approaches benefited from symmetry considerations and translocation of the acrylate double bond with concomitant elimination of the C-1 hydroxyl. The syntheses are evaluated for overall efficiency by the use of efficiency metrics and compared with other syntheses of oseltamivir (both academic and industrial).